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CANGAROO-III is a stereoscopic observation system with four telescopes, which started full operation in
March 2004. We have observed the Crab nebula in 2003 at zenith angles  degrees because our telescopes
are located in the southern hemisphere. The observations were made with an independent trigger mode using
two telescopes. In the case of larger distances between showers and telescopes, events have a lower accuracy
on the determination of intersection points, which degrades the theta-squared distributions. We are, therefore,
trying to improve analysis methods. We report the current results of these observations and the performance of
our system compared with Monte Carlo simulations.
1. Introduction
The Crab nebula (RA=5h24m32s, Declination=  00’52”, J2000) is the brightest known stable TeV gamma-
ray point sources. So it is a very important target for calibration of the instruments and efficiency for gamma-
ray detection. Emission of very high energy gamma-ray was confirmed by imaging air Cherenkov telescopes,
Whipple[1], HEGRA[2] and CANGAROO-I[3], and the flux of the Crab nebula in the wide band for sub- to
multi- TeV region has been reported. CANGAROO-II also measured the flux and the result was consistent
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within the systematic errors of Whipple and HEGRA[4]. Then we observed the Crab nebula to confirm the
performance of the CANGAROO-III stereoscopic system.
2. Observation
The stereoscopic observation of the Crab nebula had been carried out in 2003 December with two telescopes,
T2 and T3. These observations were made by so called wobble mode, changing the pointing directions +/- 0.5
degree in declination apart from the target every 20 minutes. Then we could obtain ”OFF-source” background
events at the same time under the same environmental situation as those of ”ON-source”, and also be free
from the ambiguity in the normalization between ON and OFF. Before 2004 December each telescope was
triggered independently under the condition of more than 4 pixels hits where each pixel included at least 7.6
photoelectrons. There is a 3rd magnitude bright star in the field of view, in order to avoid the effect from the
star, high voltage for camera PMTs within 0.2 degrees of the star were turned off automatically. GPS time
stamp was recorded with each event at the same time and its accuracy is under 1  sec. We selected coincident
events if the difference of triggered time is less than 200  sec. Trigger rate of each telescope is at most 
80Hz, and after the stereo event selection the event rate is about 8 Hz. Analysis was done for only the data
taken at the elevation angle greater than 30 degrees, rejecting the data taken in cloudy condition. The total used
observation time is 890 minutes.
3. Analysis
According to Monte-Carlo simulations, there is some difficulty in stereoscopic observation at large zenith
angles, such as the Crab nebula for CANGAROO-III. Orientation angles of gamma-rays are reconstructed by
the intersection point of the two (or more) axes of the shower images. In the case of large zenith angles,
the interval between telescopes looks smaller from the view of shower axes, which means more events have
core distance far from telescopes than in the case of small zenith angles. Those events have a tendency to be
overlapping each other on the camera plane and thus their intersection points are lose to images, which results
in bad accuracy of intersection points and worse angular resolution (Fig.1 left). So we have to develop more
effective analysis methods.
Figure 1. (left) ﬀ distributions. The hatched line and the blank line show ﬁ of Monte-Carlo simulations in the case of the
small ( 0 degree ) and large (55degree) zenith angle, respectively. (right) Correlation of DISTANCE and IP-distance ( ﬂﬃ! )
at large zenith angles. The distribution should be along with the black line ( ﬂ#"%$&('*),+.-0/1ﬂ2ﬃ! ).
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To avoid the increased uncertainty of the intersection points, we paid attention to the distance between the
intersection point and centroid of images, ”IP distance”, or 35476 . If the determination of the intersection point
is accurate, 38496 should be approximately equal to the Hillas parameter DISTANCE (Fig1 right). Then we

















where JK9LNMHObQ@SUTcVXW is the width seen from the intersection point, ] 3d_ is the mean distance obtained by Monte-
Carlo simulations for gamma-rays, and Yfe is its standard deviation. This constraint fitting resulted in im-
provement of g; distribution. After that we first used the conventional square cuts method taking into ac-
count of the difference of the spot size between each telescopes. The cut parameters are WIDTH(T2)  0.20,
WIDTH(T3)  0.15, LENGTH(T2)  0.30 and LENGTH(T3)  0.25. The significance for excess is 4.4 sigma. In
the case of standard square cut method, there are four parameters on which cut can be made. Without precise
simulations, some freedom is left in choosing exact cut parameters[5]. Then we applied two independent anal-
yses aiming to reduce the degree of freedom in deciding cut parameters. One is the Likelihood method[6]. We
produced probability density functions from distributions of WIDTH and LENGTH for the both telescopes,
and some other parameters such as opening angle of image axis and distance between each image’s center
of gravity. We used Monte-Carlo simulations for gamma-ray sampling, and real OFF data for background











and we applied cut value
hwikjlBmBn
yxXz { , taking into account the uncertainty of Monte-Carlo simulation. The
obtained excess is 5.2 sigma confident level. The other method is Fisher Discriminant[7][8]. Fisher Discrim-
inant is a general analysis method in high energy physics experiments. Considering a linear combination of







Figure 2. Distribution of Fisher Discriminant
for the excess events (data points). Dashed and
solid lines are derived from background data and
Monte-Carlo simulations for  -ray respectively.
Figure 3. ﬀ distribution of the Crab nebula. Sig-
nicance of the excess Eﬁw  is 5.8  .
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x . When S | is redefined as S | \] S

|
_ , where ] S

|
_ is mean value of S | for gamma-
ray obtained from simulations, mean value of
}
for gamma-rays is exactly zero. The distribution of
}
is
shown in Fig.2, and we did selected
}
x as a cut value. Fig.3 shows the g; distribution of the result of
Fisher Discriminant and significance of excess is 5.8 Y . We obtained integral flux as Fig.4 and error bars
represent statistical error. We estimated energy of gamma-rays with simply the summation of SIZE of each
telescopes and energy resolution is  30%. Systematic error is approximately 15% for reflectivity of mirrors
and transmission of cherenkov light. Our result is consistent with Whipple and HEGRA.
Figure 4. Integral ux of the Crab nebula.
4. Conclusions
CANGAROO-III has done stereoscopic observation on the Crab nebula and the obtained flux is consistent
with other groups’ results. We’re developing the new analysis method for the object at the large zenith angles.
We’re now studying development of energy resolution using core parameters. Further analysis, using newest
telescope for example, and tuning of simulation is now in progress.
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